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Guest Bloggers

 Guest Blogger No 11

Three layers

by

Marco Giovenale

In 2011 I took part in the Bury Text Festival thanks to Tony Trehy’s

invitation: he appreciated some “asemic sibyls” I had sent him.

I thought my participation could be structured and divided into three

parts or levels/layers (again, thanks to Tony who welcomed them): a

reading, a ‘performance’ (I’d rather say ‘installance’), and the presence

of the two selected asemic sibyls on the black wall in the Wonder Room.

First layer.

The reading I gave offered a series of strange twisted prose pieces,

some of them previously unpublished, some dispersed in magazines

and chapbooks. The texts tried to mix and put together several paths of

experiments: first of all the kind of mood one can find in Jean-Marie

Gleize’s “prose en prose” (prose in prose, which evidently is not “poèmes

en prose”, poetic prose & so on), then some post-langpo & flarf

fragments.

One (already published) text was “CDK”, hosted by Drew Kunz in his Tir

Aux Pigeons series. The pdf can still be found on line (here, for

example: http://issuu.com/poesia2.0/docs/cdk). Another one was

“log/log”, later published in http://wee-

image.blogspot.com/2011/08/log-log-by-mgiovenale.html. (It was a text

I had written at first for a chapbook series run by Susana Gardner, then

I transformed and ‘compressed’ it, making it have its gravity center in a

sentence I owe to Rachel Defay-Liautard: “meaning is everywhere” ––as

a scaring observation).

All the texts I write are not thought and made to be performed, and

they’re not meant to give shape to a classical “reading” (even if they

have been and are actually read). They’re conceived to be “installed”. I

often think the practice of installation is actually opposed (even if not

enemy) to that of performance. (Some naive notes I once made

remarked that performance is a sort of living sculpture where the voice

just works on soundwaves; while an installation is a still and silent
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language object, separated from any scene and sound).

This opposition can be defined a weak one, if one considers ––also––

the

Second layer.

The people at the Bury Text Festival, on April 30 , were in fact

surrounded (and unaware of being surrounded) by ‘installances’ I had

made. The word “installance” comes from the two words

“installation”+”performance”, and means that one (=I) decided to make

some sort of secretly performed installation, leaving ––here and there

and in hidden places everywhere in the rooms of the Text Festival––

very little pieces of paper & leaflets covered with asemic writing: they

were in many corners, abandoned, forgotten, just …illegible

unannounced sibyls lost in space, scattered messages almost hard to

be found. (And: when found, impossible to be read). Another way to

defy and deplete the ubiquitous meaning. (And: yes: a ‘meaningful’

strategy after all).

At the same time, two other (and ‘major’, and bigger) sibyls were

hanging on the black wall: they formed the

Third layer.
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